Object: A public selection procedure for the recruitment for 2 Early-Stage Researchers at the School Pharmacy of the University of Camerino – SSD (Scientific-Disciplinary Sector) CHIM/09 “Pharmaceutical, Technological Applications” – NOMINA COMMISSIONE.

THE RECTOR

HAVING REGARD TO Law No 240 of 30 December 2010, in particular arts. 18 and 22 on the organization of universities, academic staff and recruitment, as well as enabling the Government to promote quality and efficiency in universities;

HAVING REGARD TO the Regulation for the conferral of awards for collaborative research issued with Rectoral Decree No 6408 of 7 February 2020;
CONSIDERING the research project “Nanoparticle-Based Imaging and Therapy of Chronic Pain in the Dorsal Root Ganglia (DRG)” – PIANO Codice Progetto ID 956477, Program: H2020- MSCA-ITN-2020, MSCA-ITN-2020, Marie Sklodowska Curie Actions;

HAVING REGARD TO the rectoral decree Prot. No. 35184 of 26 May 2021, with which a public selection procedure for the recruitment for 2 Early-Stage Researchers in the scientific-disciplinary sector CHIM/09 "Pharmaceutical, Technological Applications", Tutor of the project: Prof. Piera Di Martino, expired last June 28, 2021;

HAVING REGARD TO the decree of the Director of the School Pharmacy No. 62 of 14 July 2021, by which the members of the Selection Board are proposed;

DECREES

The Selection Board relating to the procedure referred to in the preamble is composed as follows:

Prof. Piera DI MARTINO – Associate Professor - School Pharmacy - University of Camerino – ssd CHIM/09 - President of the Commission

Prof. Cristina ANGELONI – Associate Professor - School Pharmacy - University of Camerino – ssd BIO/10 – Member of the Commission

Prof. Roberta CENSI – Associate Professor - School Pharmacy - University of Camerino – ssd CHIM/09 – Member of the Commission

Prof. Fabio DEL BELLO – Associate Professor - School Pharmacy - University of Camerino – ssd CHIM/08 – Substitute Member of the Commission.

THE RECTOR
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